
EXCLUSIVE

head and pot of Dylon is all it would take to rid 
the drum of any competing colours…

 
Hands On 
Picking the drums up to mount them on a 
stand brings home how much metal has gone 
into each model. They are not only heavy but 
have a low centre of gravity. Rocking one back 
and forth whilst holding it by your fi ngertips 
quickly induces a pendulum-like motion. 

Brass shells usually make for lively-
sounding drums and Black Magic snares 
stick faithfully to the script. These are 
bright, metallic drums that are alive with 
harmonics. The 14"x5" drum is the quickest 
of the bunch and gets straight to the point, 
reacting the instant the sticks make contact. 
Higher tunings are where it reaches 
maximum focus, snapping out short, 
sharp stabs of pure crunch. 

The extra inch-and-a-half in depth of the 
14"x6½" model makes quite a contrast, giving 
the drum a richer and more substantial voice. 
It’s a commanding snare that could hold its 

Ludwig’s Black Beauty snare drum is 
without doubt one of the greatest 
snares ever made. First introduced 
in 1919, it remains one of Ludwig’s 

most iconic creations. Keen not to mess with 
the blueprint that has brought it such 
enduring success – yet at the same time 
eager to evolve the design to meet modern 
players’ requirements – Ludwig has produced 
the new and separate range of Black Magic 
snare drums. 

 
Build
Ludwig’s concept is straightforward: take the 
essence of a Black Beauty snare and 
repackage it in a drum suited to today’s 
hard-hitters. This is immediately noticeable in 
the choice of shell sizes, where regular 
14"x5"and 14"x6½" options are accompanied 
by a more contemporary 13"x7" model. 

Like Black Beauty drums, Black Magic 
snares are built around brass shells that are 
coated with a layer of black nickel. Black 
Beauty shells are spun from a single sheet of 

LUDWIG BLACK MAGIC SNARES 
From £539 Inspired by the legendary Black Beauty, Ludwig’s Black Magic snares offer a 
modern interpretation of a classic recipe. Adam Jones gets tasting…  

brass, with the end result being a 
seamless cylinder (spinning metal is an 
art that involves slowly stretching the 
sheet of material using special tools whilst 
it is rotating, in a manner similar to that of a 
potter creating a vase). Here the Black Magic 
snare’s design diverges from that of the 
Black Beauty: the shell is still made from a 
single sheet of brass, but one that has been 
rolled into a shell and then joined with a 
vertical weld. 

Construction difference aside, Black 
Magic and Black Beauty shells are visually 
similar as they share a central horizontal 
strengthening bead. Once dressed with 
hardware they are easy to tell apart as Black 
Magic snares take the black theme to 
something approaching saturation point. All 
of the tube lugs and die-cast hoops are 
nickel-plated to match the shell, while the 
snare release, butt-end, tension rods and 
washers are jet black. The snare wire 
string and batter head provide the only 
counterpoint to the dark hues. An ebony 
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PRICES
Ludwig Black Magic 
snare drums:
14"x5", £539
14"x6½", £569
13"x7", £539

SHELL MATERIAL
Nickel-plated brass 

CONSTRUCTION 
METHOD
Single sheet, bent 
and welded 

NUMBER OF 
PLIES
One 

BEARING EDGES
45° crimped 
bearing edge 

FINISHES 
AVAILABLE
As pictured  

HOOPS
Die-cast  

SHELL 
AVAILABILITY
14"x5", 14"x6½", 
13"x7" 

SUPPLIED HEADS
Ludwig coated Black 
Magic batter and 
unbranded resonant

LUGS PER DRUM
14" models: 10; 
13" model: 8  

SNARE STRAINER
Ludwig black-coated 
throw-off and butt-end  

SNARE WIRES
20 strands 

CONTACT
Active Music 
Distribution,
7 Goose Green 
Trading Estate, 
47 East Dulwich Road,
London 
SE22 9BN
Tel: 020 8693 5678
Email: info@
activemusic.co.uk
Website:www.ludwig-
drums.com

ESSENTIAL SPEC 

BLACK MAGIC SNARES
are built around brass shells

coated with a layer of black nickel
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own in just about any situation. Tuned 
just above the mid-range, its sound thickens 
to a delicious clonk that echoes countless 
classic rock drum sounds. With the heads 
tightened it still remains authoritative and 
only gets close to sounding choked at the 
upper extremes of tension.

The 13"x7" drum manages to combine 
something of the whipcrack-quick response of 
the 14"x5" model with the clout of the 
14"x6½". It’s a sweet-sounding drum – with a 
brass shell it’s hard to sound anything but – 
but at the same time supremely belligerent. 
The two 14" drums would happily sit alongside 
an amp that goes up to 11 but neither of them 
can match the 13"x7" for sheer power. While it 
is a penetratingly loud drum, the quality of 
punch it delivers is just as impressive. 

The sharp-edged die-cast hoops bring 
their own energy to the drums, so cross-
stickings bristle with harmonics while 
rimshots are akin to a gunshot at point blank 
range. Such levels of excitability mean that 
some form of dampening is required in 

close-miking situations. I found O-rings 
effi cient but too stifl ing and settled on a single 
Moongel which nipped back the overtones 
while still allowing each drum’s character to 
shine through. 

 
Verdict 
Black Beauty snares are in such demand that 
there is a permanent fi ve- to six-month 
waiting list for them. Given that they are made 
exclusively in the USA, when available they 
also carry premium price tags. While not 
being exactly cheap, Black Magic snares 
make a fi ne, more affordable alternative – 
particularly for aggressive contemporary 
players. Their appearance is unmistakably 
Ludwig and the sound they make is familiar 
too – rich, metallic and steeped with brass’s 
characteristic warmth. Being Taiwanese-
manufactured the drums are well made and 
the sheer amount of metal present gives them 
a reassuringly solid feel. 

Rating ✪✪✪✪✪

TRY IT WITH...

NOVA BLACK 
drumsticks: quality sticks from 
Vic Firth’s affordable range in a 
complementing shade.

THREE-TIMES LUDWIG
endorsee Buddy Rich’s excellent 
book, Interpretation of Snare 
Drum Rudiments

Cross-stickings bristle with 
harmonics while rimshots
are akin to a gunshot at

point blank range 

THESE ARE BRIGHT
metallic drums that are 
alive with harmonics

ALL OF THE TUBE
lugs and die-cast hoops are 

nickel-plated to match the shell

13"X7" DRUM IS
penetratingly loud, while the quality 

of punch is just as impressive
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